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ranting, evil-minded talk, freely interlarded with, mutual
accusations of infidelity and irreligion.1 The guiltier the
conscience, the louder its protesting. On the whole the party
had not distinguished itself during the month's ordeal. Apart
from the four and a few others who had failed only on the
* day of the fog' the rest had ended up with greater or
lesser debts to pay with Zayid, who had set a thoroughly
bad example, and Sa'dan as easily the worst delinquents.
In some aspects Islam is indeed an easygoing faith, leaving
much to the individual conscience, with the result that those
of bad faith get the better of the deal over their fellows—at
least in this world.
Judair is a briny waterhole only two or three feet in depth
about a day's march from our camp. It is considered un-
potable for human beings but is poured out to the grazing
camels. The Khilla or e empty region' is so-called because
it is innocent of Hadh, the characteristic pasture shrub
of the south. The undulations of ridge and valley in
this tract were steeper than those of the preceding dis-
tricts. The slopes of the long dune ranges rose gradually
from the north to a crest, from which there was almost
always a steep drop into the valley beyond, generally of
soft sand which necessitated careful attention on the part of
the rider, as camels with all their experience have failed to
develop grace in descending a sand cliff and prefer the head-
long descent to the abyss in short, sharp, lurching leaps. On
one such slope Zayid took a perfect toss from his precarious
Haulani saddle, and on another Farraj strained his back with
a similar accident. I managed to survive all risks by exer-
cising a carefulness forced on me by constant anxiety for my
instruments, which fortunately survived the three months
of our wanderings without noticeable harm.
From Wabar (767 feet) we had ascended very gradually
on a more or less southward course, but from the next tract
—Hadh Fans, so-called from a watering to the eastward
halfway between our route and Buwah—we began a slight
descent to about the same level as Wabar near Bani
1 To fast for safety on the feast day is, if anything, a worse offence than
feasting on a fast day.

